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Code-injection Vulnerabilities
in Web Applications – Exempliﬁed
at Cross-site Scripting
Code-injection Verwundbarkeit in Web Anwendungen am Beispiel von Cross-site Scripting
Martin Johns, SAP Research, Karlsruhe

Summary Cross-site Scripting (XSS) is one of the most
prevalent vulnerability types that affect Web applications.
This article provides an overview of a dissertation, which
addresses the problem XSS as a whole: It starts with a systematic deduction of causes and consequences of XSS, proceeds
with presenting countermeasures to mitigate potential XSSbased attacks, and ﬁnally provides a type-based methodology
that guarantees the creation of XSS-free applications. 
Zusammenfassung Cross-site Scripting (XSS) ist eine der
häuﬁgsten Verwundbarkeitstypen im Bereich der Web An-

wendungen. Die in diesem Artikel vorgestellte Dissertation
behandelt das Problem XSS ganzheitlich: Basierend auf einer
systematischen Erarbeitung der Ursachen und potentiellen Konsequenzen von XSS, wird zunächst eine Methodik vorgestellt,
die das Design von dynamischen Gegenmaßnahmen zur Angriffseingrenzung erlaubt. Weiterhin, um das unterliegende
Problem grundsätzlich anzugehen, wird ein Typ-basierter
Ansatz zur sicheren Programmierung von Web Anwendungen beschrieben, der zuverlässigen Schutz vor XSS Lücken
garantiert.

Keywords D.3.4 [Software: Programming Languages: Processors]; D.2 [Software: Software Engineering]; Security, Code Injection,
Web Application  Schlagwörter Web Anwendung, Sicherheit, Angriffsklassiﬁkation, Angriffsabwehr, sichere
Programmierung

1 Introduction
The Web has won. No other plattform for distributed
applications can rival the Web’s ubiquity and flexibility:
Web applications cover all imaginable application types,
e. g., e-commerce shops, ERP systems, online banking,
social networks, office applications, image manipulation
applications, games, or front-ends for hardware appliances, such as DSL modems or internet routers. In the
same pace as the Web application paradigm’s importance
0
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has risen, the prevalence and severity of Web application
vulnerabilities have increased. One of the most common
vulnerabilities that affect Web applications is Cross-site
Scripting (XSS) [1].
XSS is an attack which enables the adversary to execute arbitrary JavaScript within the victim’s Web browser
when the vulnerable Web application is accessed. This
JavaScript is executed in the victim’s current execution
context, hence allowing the attacker to conduct actions
that abuse the victim’s current authentication state [2].

2 Understanding XSS and XSS Payloads
A thorough understanding of the underlying mechanisms of XSS attacks is indispensable to assess all potential
defensive approaches. Therefore, the first part of the thesis explores the technical aspects of the web application
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Figure 1 Classification of XSS Payloads (exemplified).

paradigm, the causes of XSS vulnerabilities, the specific
methods of exploiting such issues, and the malicious
capabilities which an adversary may gain by the exploitation.
For this purpose, we present a comprehensive survey
of documented XSS attacks [9]. Based on this survey, we
deduct a set of general attack techniques, which are the
basic building blocks of any XSS attack, and introduce
a comprehensive and systematic classification of potential XSS Payloads. Our proposed classification is based
on dividing the potential actions of a given JavaScript
according to a disjunct set of execution-contexts. This
enabled us to group individually reported attacks into
larger classes and to identify the set of existing payload
targets, such as the affected web application, the victim’s
computer, or intranet resources (see Fig. 1).
Based on the results of this thorough examination of
XSS, we can deduce two general directions towards solving the discussed issues:
• Designing dedicated countermeasures to disarm specific payload classes.
• Introducing methods towards removing the underlying XSS issues by changing the process of developing
web applications.
The following two parts of the thesis present our approaches in respect to these two general areas.

3 Mitigating XSS Exploitation
As soon as the attacker is able to execute his JavaScript
in the victim’s browser, his activities are unrestricted in
respect to the attack payloads which have been identified

in the survey. Consequently, steps have to be taken to
mitigate the identified attack classes, even in the existence
of XSS flaws.
As long as the process of web application development
has not reached a state in which XSS problems are only
rarely encountered, this general approach is valid to establish a second line of defense.
The techniques proposed in the thesis all share the
same underlying methodology: They aim to disarm XSS
Payloads by selectively depriving the adversary of capabilities, which are required to successfully execute the
targeted attack.
This is achieved by transparently modifying the execution environment of the web application without
requiring changes in the actual application.
Within the thesis, countermeasure for the three prevailing XSS Payload types have been designed: Session
Hijacking, Cross-site Request Forgery, and Intranet Attacks:
• Session Hijacking [5]: First, we closely examine
the distinct methods of XSS-based Session Hijacking which have been identified in the payload survey.
Based on this analysis, we propose three technical measures, each tailored to disarm one of these possible
session hijacking attacks. A combination of our three
methods prevents all session hijacking attempts despite
existing XSS problems.
• Cross-site Request Forgery (CSRF) [6]: To mitigate
CSRF Payloads, we utilize a similar methodology as in
the case of Session Hijacking: First, we closely analyse the underlying mechanisms that enable CSRF
attacks. Then, we introduce changes in the vul-
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4 Enforcing Secure Code Generation
While mitigation of attacks, as described in the previous
section, is an important pillar of any defense-in-depth
strategy, it is of high importance to address the underlying root cause of XSS: The majority of all XSS issues are
caused by insecure programming. Thus, a careful examination of the underlying coding practices is necessary to
establish possible fundamental solutions.
On closer examination, it becomes apparent, that
XSS flaws are actually only a subtype of a larger
vulnerability-class: The class of string-based code injection vulnerabilities. Other members of this class are for
instance SQL Injection, Directory Traversal, or Remote
Command Injection. For this reason, we analyse the root
causes of the more general case:
String-based code injection occurs in situations where
a program dynamically assembles computer language
code for further usage. This code assembly is done using
the string datatype. Code which is created this way, is
subsequently passed to other parsers during run-time to
be immediately interpreted. String-based code injection
occurs because programmers insecurely mix code-syntax
with data-values during this process. In such situations,
the adversary is capable to trick the program into including data-values which contain syntactic elements into the
code assembly, hence, altering the semantics of the resulting computer code.
To solve this problem, we propose a strong separation between data and code during dynamic syntax
assembly. For this purpose, we propose definitions of
the concepts data and code that are applicable to stringbased code assembly. Then, we analyse the structure of
selected computer languages. This enables us to classify
individual language elements to represent either data- or
code-elements (see Fig. 2).

Figure 2 Data/Code separation for string-based code assembly.
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Figure 3 Abstraction layer.

Based on these results, we successively develop a novel,
language-based method for dynamic code assembly. The
central concept of our approach is to exchange the common, inherently insecure code assembly practices with
a secure methodology. More precisely, we introduce
a novel datatype, the Foreign Language Encapsulation
Type (FLET) which replaces the string type for code assembly. The FLET enforces a strict separation between
data- and code-elements, hence, rendering programming
mistakes which lead to data/code-confusion impossible.
To substantiate this security claim, we provide a formal
type theoretical proof which is based on the Biba integrity model [3] and Volpano/Smith’s information flow
formalization [4].
Furthermore, to ensure mandatory usage of the FLET
semantics, we propose the removal of all direct interfaces
to external interpreters. Instead, we introduce an abstraction layer mechanism which provides a FLET-based
interface for secure code-communication (see Fig. 3). To
verify the usability of our approach, we show how to
practically implement our concepts for the J2EE application server [8].

5 Conclusion
The thesis addresses the problem XSS as a whole: For one,
the root causes and potential malicious consequences of
this vulnerability type are deducted and comprehensively
presented. Furthermore, the thesis shows how to handle
the problem from a defensive point of view, covering both
reactive countermeasures as well as preventive methods
to ensure XSS-free applications through security by construction.
However, the web application paradigm is still evolving. Both JavaScript and HTML are under active
development. Web browsers recently started to implement HTML5, the next major version of the language.
New language elements and extended capabilities, such
as cross-domain HTTP requests or persistent client-side
storage, may grant the adversary new capabilities. Therefore, existing and proposed countermeasures have to be
continuously reevaluated whether they still function given
the current state of the technology. Also, the novel capacities may lead to the development of currently unknown
XSS Payloads.
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nerable authentication tracking mechanisms which
devoid the adversary from successfully launching CSRF
attacks.
• Intranet Attacks [7]: Finally, we address the class of
attacks that target intranet resources. Due to an initial
examination of the attack class, we deduct three potential countermeasures (in addition to the practice of
disabling JavaScript completely). We discuss the advantages and drawbacks of each method and conduct
a comparison of the four methods. Based on this discussion, the most promising approach is implemented
and practically evaluated.
For details on the individual countermeasures, please refer to the thesis or the associated publications.
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Nonetheless, the methodologies discussed in the thesis
remain valid for new attacks: For one, the underlying
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Also, the attack surface of XSS attacks is directly related
to the number of existing XSS vulnerabilities in deployed
applications. Thus, a wide adaption of our FLET-based
technique for reliably secure foreign code assembly would
cause a significant reduction of this attack surface.
Consequently, the thesis’ contributions can provide
crucial leverage to address the pressing problem of XSS.
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